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--------------------------------------------------- Selector is a tool that tells you where are the wireless internet hotspots from around
the world. It also shows you the exact address of the hotspot as well as the map and if you need. It can also tell you how you can

access the hotspot - straight into the app (as featured in our latest app - by clicking on the symbol) and if required, you can
customise the view of the map. It remembers you so you can use it anywhere and you don't need to be on your PC. It also has a

UK locator and can be used in Australia, US and Canada too. You can even use it as a offline directory where you can store
whatever information you want. Additionally, you can bookmark hotspots and review what you have saved. The aim of this

software is to make it easier for you to select or find your hotspot on the road, in the pub, waiting for an appointment or simply
even on vacation. ScreenShots: --------------------------------------------------- Features: ---------------------------------------------------
* Bookmark Save any networks you have found * Recording of your locations * Map view of the selected networks - you can
always return to a saved network using the bookmark, or simply return to the default view * HID hotspots only or BOTH HID

and non-HID are available to find * Search by: country, city, wifi type (HID/non-HID and WEP/WPA), networks name or
address, list of networks or by clicking on the maps of a location * Search either by Distance, Latitude and Longitude or by both

these parameters (e.g. if you want to find access points only in a certain area) * View the basic information about the wireless
hotspot like: Networks name, network type, Service type (e.g. An internet service such as 3G, 4G, etc.) * Simple review of the

saved network location by saving the location for a network and then view the saved map of this location. * Switch between
map, list and overview view on demand * Set the search range of the wireless networks automatically: - type for distance search
for example: "networks between cities within 20 km" - for the Location you can use the latitude and longitude or set the limit of

the search
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- Find hundreds of WiFi hotspots worldwide. - Intuitive search bar for more accurate results. - Free Desktop application that
runs on your PC. - Location aware, auto starts when you open the application. - Unique Map (when available) view of the

available hotspots. - Links to Hotspot directories and in-depth information about each hotspot. - Great offline availability. -
Support for Android devices. - Secure connection with HTTPS with RSA-2048 2048 bit encryption. - In-depth information

about each hotspot including: - WPA password. - Network name. - Network type. - General information about the hotspot like
if it is free for personal use, public, free parking or otherwise. - Make your own downloadable or offline directory of hotspots. -

With Hotspot Selector you can search for a hotspot by: - User name (Available if the hotspot has user name) - User password
(Available if the hotspot has user name) - Network name (Available if the hotspot has network name) - Network password

(Available if the hotspot has network name) - Category (select category names from the list in the toolbar) - Reason for access
(select the reason for access) - Password strength (a numerical rating of how well the password is set up to the available security
standards for the service) - Location (Select the country from the list for the location you are looking for or select Continent. All
countries in each continent will be displayed.) - Time zone (Select the time zone from the list of time zones for the country you
are looking for.) - Availability (Indicates if a hotspot can be found at a particular point and whether or not it is free for personal

use.) - Availability (Indicates if the hotspot is free for personal use, public, free parking or otherwise.) - Security - Price. -
Registration process (Tabs for Registration details. (Registration in the US can be done by typing the user name, password,
security question and answer you would like to use in the field provided.) - Free parking (Indicates if the hotspot offers free

parking or otherwise.) - Free connection (Indicates if the hotspot offers free connection or otherwise.) - Hotspot category (select
the category from the list in the toolbar if hotspot does not have category.) - Free hotspots (indicates whether the hots
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*** Features and Support *** * Hotspots of All Type ** * Hotspots of All Type With List * * Hotspots of All Type With Map
* * Hotspots of All Type With List + Map * * Hotspots of All Type With List + Map + MapCard * * Hotspots with Text * *
Hotspots with Text + Map * * Hotspots with Text + Map + MapCard * * Hotspots With List and List * * Hotspots With List
and List + Map * * Hotspots With List and List + Map + MapCard * * Hotspots With Map and Map * * Hotspots With Map
and Map + MapCard *

What's New In Hotspot Selector?

Feature & Benefits: Selector is a useful software that allows you to search for hotspots by multiple parameters. Selector is your
own personal directory on or offline to wireless hotspots worldwide. Giving you exact address information of the available
hotspot as well as a map of where to find it. It even shows you how you can access the hotspot giving you the option to
customise the view. Selector remembers you so you can access this service anywhere anytime and you don't even need your PC.
>> Do you want to contact Hotspot Selector? Here is how: >> Call us at: +1-800-987-5646 >> Send E-mail to:
contactus@hotspotselector.com >> LiveChat with us on: >> Support page: >> Source codes: Advertisement: - Single button
shortcut for quick access to the hotspots directory. - Easily accessible from most of the computer systems and mobile devices. -
Only displays the wireless networks that are available when the program is running. - You can change the default time period
(maximum) for the selection and sort of the selection of the hotspots. - You can also select the mode to display the search results
(regular search or reverse alphabetical). - You can also sort the search results in any mode you prefer. - Search and select
hotspots with the fastest connection. - You can search hotspots by the type of connection available, the type of connection
(WiFi, 3G, 4G) or by the network name. - You can also sort the selection according to the connection speed, latitude, longitude,
number of users or their rating. - You can also filter the hotspots by the operating systems. - You can also change the appearance
of the display according to your preferences and save it as a template. - Quick access to the hotspots directory: - Double click on
Hotspot Directory in the main application. - Select Create a directory. - Select Category or any other category you want. - Select
Hotspots or any other category you want. - Select the country or any other country you want. - Select Show all results, or Regular
search or Reverse alphabetical search. - Select the frequency period. - Select fast connections, or slow connections. - The time
period selected for the connection. - Select the type
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System Requirements For Hotspot Selector:

The recommended specs are an i5 or i7 6th gen processor (or later), 8GB RAM, at least a GTX 1050 Ti GPU, and Windows 10
Home or Windows 10 Pro. If you are on a Mac and are running on macOS Catalina, you will need at least a Late 2013 Mac Pro
or Late 2013 Mac mini. You will need a copy of Unity 2017.2.1. To get Unity, please go to As always, make sure to run the
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